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APPROXIMATE TREATMENT OF V/STOL WALL INTERFERENCE 
FOR CLOSED CIRCULAR TUNNELS 
By Harry H. Heyson 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An approximate treatment of V/STOL wall interference in a circular tunnel indi­
cates that the interference factors at the model for this tunnel should be of the same 
order  of magnitude as those presently available for a square tunnel of equal cross-
sectional area. There is a greater  degree of uncertainty with respect to the lateral  and 
longitudinal distributions of interference; however, the available results for the square 
tunnel should be reasonably close to those of the circular tunnel provided that the model 
is relatively small in comparison with the test  section. 
INTRODUCTION 
References 1 to 5 have provided theoretical treatments of wind-tunnel interference 
for V/STOL models in  rectangular tunnels. As yet, however, there has been no equiva­
lent treatment of such models in tunnels of circular c ross  section despite the fact that 
several such tunnels a r e  regularly used for V/STOL studies both in  this country and 
abroad. 
References 1 to 5 obtained interference factors by the use of an external image 
system to represent the flat boundaries of the tunnels. In the case of a circular tunnel, 
only limited information can be obtained in this manner (for example, ref. 6); however, 
other techniques (refs. 7 and 8 )  can be used for solution of the complete three-dimensional 
problem. A start in  this direction was made recently by Mche l  (ref. 9) who obtained the 
interference for a single doublet of arbi t rary inclination and location within a circular 
tunnel; however, the study of reference 9 w a s  never completed as the integrations 
required to extend the results to a complete wake were  not carr ied out. 
The present study does not attempt a rigorous treatment of the circular tunnel. 
Instead, two square sections of different orientation, the interference in which should 
bound the interference in the circular tunnel, are examined. The computed results 
should indicate the magnitude of the difference to be expected between circular and square 
test sections. In view of the approximate nature of the analysis, m�y centered vanishingly 
small  models are considered herein. 
SYMBOLS 
Because of the limitations of the computer-controlled plotter used to prepare the 
figures, small variations in these symbols appear in the figures. 
Am momentum area of lifting system 
AT test-section cross-sectional area 
Z XA2 = A 1  + - c o s  x - - s i n  x
D D 
CL lift coefficient, Lift/qS 
D semidiagonal length of square c ros s  section 
H semiheight of square tunnel 
K function related to induced velocities of wake in  f r ee  air 
m,n integers 
q dynamic pressure  
R radius of tunnel with circular c ross  section 
S wing area 
t integer, equal to zero  for lift forces  and 1 for drag  forces 
u,v,w induced velocities directed parallel to X-, Y-, and Z-axis, respectively 
uO mean value of longitudinal induced velocity 
WO mean value of vertical induced velocity 
X,Y ,Z distances measured along the X-,Y-, and Z-axis, respectively 
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Cartesian coordinate axes centered in  model and tunnel; X-axis positive 
rearward, Z-axis positive upward, and the Y-axis oriented to form a 
right-hand coordinate system 
wind-tunnel interference factor defined in  t e r m s  of momentum a r e a  and 
Am 
mean induced velocity; for example, AUL = 6 , , ~  -wo and 
AT 
ACW change in  angle of attack caused by wall  interference, radians 
X wake skew angle, angle at which wake leaves the model, measured positive 
rearward from negative Z-axis  to center of wake 
Subscripts: 
U pertaining to longitudinal velocities 
V pertaining to lateral  velocities 
W pertaining to vertical velocities 
D pertaining to drag forces  
L pertaining to lift forces  
00 pertaining to a semi-infinite wake 
THEORY 
General Approach 
The initial solution for a wind-tunnel interference problem w a s  for the circular 
tunnel with a model having an undeflected wake (ref. 6 ) .  After obtaining the interference 
for this case, Prandtl noted that the interference in  a square tunnel should be about the 
same as that in  a circular tunnel of equal cross-sectional a rea .  This assumption was 
later borne out when Glauert (ref. 10) obtained an interference factor in  this case  
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of 0.137 for a small  model i n  the square tunnel as compared with the cor­
responding value of 0.125 obtained by Prandtl i n  the circular tunnel. 
The situation becomes more complicated when the wake is deflected substantially 
downward from the horizontal. References 1 to 5 have indicated that for large deflections 
the interference factors increase and, furthermore, that the increase in interference is 
largely due to a greatly increased effect of the floor upon the phenomenon. Thus, it might 
be expected that the "floor" of the circular tunnel, being concave upward, would further 
increase the interference over that for the square tunnel. On theother  hand, if the tun­
nels are of equal cross-sectional area (fig. l),the lower regions of the circular tunnel 
are somewhat far ther  below the model than the floor of the equivalent square tunnel. The 
result  of this increased distance should tend to counter to some degree the concavity of 
the circular tunnel. 
If the square tunnel is now rotated 45' (to form what will be termed herein a dia­
mond tunnel), it wil l  be seen that the differences between the two square configurations 
are greater than the differences between the square and circular configurations. 
(Observe that the diamond section has a greater effective concavity of the floor than the 
circular configuration and that the center of the floor is farther from the model i n  the 
diamond section.) The advantage of considering the problem in this light is that the 
interference in both the square and diamond sections can be calculated from image sys­
tems with little mathematical difficulty. Once the interference factors for both rectangu­
lar configurations are available, it is reasonable to assume that the interference in the 
circular tunnel should lie within these factors. For convenience, the present study takes 
the interference factors for the circular tunnel to be the arithmetic mean of those for the 
square and diamond sections. 
The Deflected Wake 
The wake assumed herein is identical to that of reference 3. It originates at the 
model, passes downward and rearward in a straight line defined by the angle x mea­
sured from the vertical tunnel axis. In free  air, the wake continues to infinity. (See 
fig. 2(a).) In the tunnel, however, it meets the lower boundary. At this point (as in the 
upper half of fig. 2(b)), the wake is assumed to turn and flow off along the lower boundary. 
Although no real wake could behave in such a manner, the wake comprised of the two 
linear paths described appears to be a reasonable approximation to the actual curved path 
of the wake, at least for conditions which do not result  in completely gross distortions of 
flow throughout the entire tunnel. (See refs. 11 and 12.) 
The wake of the vanishingly small  model considered herein is a simple doublet line 
wherein the axes of the doublets are inclined according to the induced drag-lift ratio of 
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the model. For convenience, the calculations a r e  performed twice: once with the 
doublet axes vertical corresponding to pure l i f t  forces; and once with the doublet axes 
horizontal corresponding to pure drag forces. Any arbi t rary drag-lift ratio (or doublet 
inclination) can then be obtained by an appropriate superposition of the two results. This 
model is equally applicable to wings o r  more complicated devices such as rotors. (See 
ref. 13.) 
Square Section 
For the square test section, the analysis is identical to that of reference 3 and the 
interference factors can be obtained directly from that paper. As a computational con­
venience, however, the values given herein were obtained by the use of a subroutine in 
the computer program given in the appendix. This subroutine (square) is merely a spe­
cialization of the program given as appendix A of reference 5. 
Diamond Section 
Induced field in free air.- As noted previously, the wake assumed for the diamond 
tunnel is the same as that of reference 3. In the present usage, i t  is more convenient to 
nondimensionalize the expressions for the free-air wake in t e rms  of the semidiagonal 
distance D across  the tunnel. Thus for the centered model, the vertical induced veloc­
ity due to l i f t  is 
r 
L 
where 
and, as a special case, when x = 900, 
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L’
Ix = 900 
Similarly, the longitudinal induced velocity due to l i f t  becomes 
-- 
Il 1l1l11 
where 
and, as a special case, when x = 90° 
Ix = 900 
In the present derivation, the lateral induced velocities a r e  also required. Thus, 
differentiating the free-air potential of the semi-infinite wake of vertical doublets with 
respect to y and then nondimensionalizing with respect to D yields 
where 
and, as a special case, when x = 90°, 
Y Z  
KV X Y Z  - D D  ( ~ A I - )  
A ~ ~ A ~ ~ 
The corresponding results for the wake of horizontal doublets are: The vertical 
induced velocity due to drag is 
where 
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and, as a special case, when x = 90°, 
The longitudinal induced velocity due to  drag is 
L J 
where 
and, as a special case, when x = 90°, 
KU 
The lateral induced velocity is obtained in a manner similar to equations (3) to 
obtain 
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where 
and, as a special case, when x = 90°, 
W a k e  in  the diamond test- section.- Equations (1) to (6) provide only the induced 
velocity field of the semi-infinite wake in  free air (fig. 2(a)). The field of the system in  
simple ground effect, under the present assumptions, can be obtained from the wake and 
image system indicated in  figure 2(b). The field of the finite segment of inclined wake 
may be obtained by summing the fields of two semi-infinite wakes; one starting from the 
origin; the other, of equal but opposite strength, starting from the intersection of the 
original wake and the ground. The trailing leg of the wake also originates at the inter­
section with the ground and always has a skew angle of 90°. 
The images below the ground, which are required in  order  to satisfy the condition 
of zero normal flow at the boundary, can be obtained in the same manner with suitable 
transpositions of the origin. Observe that a downwash with respect to the coordinate 
system of the image becomes an upwash with respect to the coordinate system of the real 
wake. 
The wake and image pattern required to produce ze ro  normal flow through the two 
planes corresponding to the bottom corner of the diamond tunnel is somewhat more com­
plicated. (See fig. 2(c).) Observe that the symmetries required to meet the boundary 
conditions in the corner necessitate three images. Of these three images, the f i r s t  is 
identical to the image in the ground-effect system. The remaining two images lie in a 
horizontal plane through the corner. Because of the 90°-rotation of these images with 
respect to the real wake, i t  is the lateral  induced velocities of the images which contribute 
to the vertical induced velocity field of the real  wake. 
This fundamental cell of four wakes must be repeated in  a doubly infinite pattern 
(as in fig. 2(d)) to satisfy conditions of zero normal flow through all four walls of the 
diamond section. Note that the basic unit of four cells repeats at intervals of 2(m - n)D 
in the Y-direction and at intervals of 2(m + n)D in the Z-direction. Thus, by defining 
the interference factors as in reference 3, the required superpositions yield 
-, - l+2(m - n),  ­- Kwb D 
x = 900 
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where for 6 , ,~ ,  Kw and Kv are from equations (1) and (3) and t = 0. For  6, ,~,  
K, and Kv are from equations (4) and (6) and t = 1. 
where, for 6 , , ~ ,  Ku is from equations (2) and t = 0, and, where, for 6 , , ~ ,  Ku is 
from equations (5) and t = 1. 
When the wake passes directly rearward (x = goo), all the t e rms  of equations (7) 
and (8) in which the x-dimension appears as D - tan x are zero and may be ignored in 
numerical calculations. 
When m = n = 0, the first te rm represents the wake in free air. Observe that this 
te rm is omitted in equations (7) and (8) since it is desired that these equations represent 
only the additional interference caused by the walls. 
Equations (7) and (8) represent the interference only in a closed tunnel. Equivalent 
expressions could be obtained for an open tunnel; however, as discussed in references 1 
and 3,  the assumptions inherent in the theory for that case would make the results of 
dubious validity. 
Circular Tunnel 
To approximate the circular tunnel, the interferences are assumed to be equal to the 
average interferences in square and diamond tunnels of equal cross-sectional area. 
For equal areas, rR2 = 4H2 = 2D2 so that 
I 
-=E (9)D“-3R 
Thus, for any given value of x/R, y/R, and z/R in  the circular tunnel, equa­
tions (9) may be used to convert the given coordinates for proper entry into the equations 
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of reference 3 or  5 for  the square tunnel or into equations (7) and (8 )  of the present paper 
for the diamond tunnel. After calculating both sets of interference factors, the average 
values are assumed to represent the interference factors for the circular tunnel. A 
FORTRAN program for performing the calculations is presented in  the appendix. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Interference at the Model 
Figure 3 compares the interference factors at the model for all three tunnels. At 
the higher wake angles, the interference factors for vertical interference are somewhat 
larger in magnitude in the round tunnel than in  the square tunnel; whereas, the reverse  
is true at very low skew angles. This result  is in accordance with the previously antic­
ipated trends. The factor for horizontal interference due to  lift 6 , , ~  is always some­
what less in the round tunnel and the factor for horizontal interference due to drag 6 , , ~  
is always more negative in the round tunnel than in the square tunnel. 
Two considerations should be noted carefully when the interference factors pre­
sented in  figure 3 are examined. First, an effective wake angle should be used in applying 
the results in order to account for the effect of wake rollup on the inclination of the wake 
(refs. 13 and 14), and this effective wake angle results i n  a substantial increase in  x. 
Secondly, it has been shown experimentally (refs. 11 and 15) and theoretically (ref. 12) 
that there is a minimum value of x,which can be tolerated in  V/STOL testing, beyond 
which the flow in the tunnel is so  distorted that the measured data become meaningless. 
Thus, in a practical sense,  i t  is only necessary to consider the reasonably large values 
of x. Under these circumstances, examination of figure 3 indicates that the interference 
in the round tunnel will not be greatly different from that i n  the square tunnel. For most 
practical cases,  the interference factors will differ by only about 10 percent between the 
two tunnels. Thus, if  the model is reasonably small, with a span on the order  of one-
fourth or  one-third of the tunnel diameter, i t  should be completely satisfactory to use the 
interference factors for a square tunnel. Indeed, this procedure is quite attractive since 
detailed computer programs applicable to the square tunnel are available. (See refs. 4 
and 5.)  
At a wake angle of 900, the present result for the square tunnel is 6 , , ~  = -0.545 
and for the diamond tunnel is 6 , , ~  = -0.547. Because of the different definitions of the 
interference factors, it is necessary to divide these values by - 4  (ref. 3) before comparing 
them with Glauert's value of 0.137 for the square tunnel. The aforementioned division 
leads to satisfactory agreement with Glauert's result  when the differing degrees of 
numerical approximation are considered. It is interesting to note that there is no sig­
nificant difference between the interferences in  the square and diamond sections when the 
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wake is undeflected (x = goo). In either case, the interference obtained is within about 
10 percent of Prandtl's (ref. 6) exact value of 0.125 for the circular tunnel. 
Interference Along Longitudinal Axis 
Similar comparisons are shown for the longitudinal distribution of interference 
along the tunnel axis in  figures 4 to 7. Not all the computed points are shown; the curves 
are drawn from calculations made at 29 values of x/R. For typical tail lengths, on the 
order  of 1/2 R to R,examination of these figures indicates that corrections at the tail 
for pitching moment may be somewhat less satisfactory than those at the center of l i f t  if  
the factors for a square tunnel are applied to tes ts  in  a circular tunnel. The e r r o r  will  
be reduced, however, as the wake angle increases toward 90°, and such correction is 
obviously superior to no correction at all. 
Interference Along Lateral Axis 
Equivalent comparisons on the lateral axis of the tunnel a r e  shown in figures 8 to 11. 
The curves a r e  drawn from calculations made at 13 values of y/R. In general, the trends 
of the distribution over this  axis of the factors related to longitudinal interference a r e  
about the same;  the major difference being in  the overall level of interference. Unfortu­
nately, the interference in  the square and diamond test sections tends to produce opposite 
trends in the lateral  distribution of the interference factors related to the vertical inter­
ference velocity; the differences become greater as the wake skew angle increases. The 
approximate solution for the circular tunnel is rather uniform because it is taken merely 
as the average of the square and diamond sections. The sensitivity of the result  to the 
sidewall configuration leaves some doubt that s imilar  uniform results would be obtained 
for a finite-span system, the representation of which would require laterally offset ele­
mental wakes (ref. 4). Thus, the present results should be construed as applying only to 
lifting systems of small  lateral  extent. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An approximate treatment of V/STOL wall interference in a circular tunnel indi­
cates that the interference factors at the model for this tunnel should be of the same 
order  of magnitude as those presently available for a square tunnel of equal cross-
sectional area. There is a greater  degree of uncertainty with respect to the lateral and 
longitudinal distributions of interference; however, the available results for the square 
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tunnel should be reasonably close to those of the circular tunnel provided that the model 
is relatively small  i n  comparison with the test sectim. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Hampton, Va., December 31, 1970. 
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APPENDIX 
FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR APPROXIMATING THE WIND-TUNNEL INTERFERENCE 
FOR A SMALL MODEL IN A CIRCULAR TUNNEL 
T H I S  P K C G h A C  kAS k R I T T E h  I N  CCC FORTRAN,  V E R S I C N  2-19  T C  R U h  Ch CDC 6 0 C O  
S t R I t S  C O M P U T E k S  k I T b  1 I - E  S C O P t  3-0 O P E R A T I N G  S Y S T E M  AND L I B R A R Y  TAPE. H I N C P  
F O D I F I C A T I U N S  N P Y  @ E  P E C U I R E D  P R I O R  T O  U S E  I N  C T H E R  COMPUTERS. T b I S  PROGRAM 
b A S  B t E N  F U U N C  S C T I S F A C T O R Y  ON T H E  A F O R E K E N T I C N E D  C C M P U T E R S  k H I C I - CARRY T H �  
E C U I V A L E N T  G F  A F F P C X  I P A T E L Y  15 D E C I M A L  D I G I T S .  COMPUTERS OF L E S S E R  P R E C I S I O N  
MAY K E U U I K ~  C C G I F I C A T I C h  T U  O O U B L t  P R E C I S I U N  I N  UHUER TO O B T A I N  R E S U L T S  OF E Q U A L  
h L M E k I C A L  ACCUAPCY . 
T d C  S U U P U U T I N t S  ARE USED, S U B R O U T I N E  <SCUARE> I S  A M O D I F I C A T I C N  O F  T H E  
F K c l b h A M  G I V E h  A S  P P F E h r j I X E S  D ANC C OF N A S A  T � C H N I C A L  MEMORANDUM > - 1 7 4 0 - I T  
CCMPUTES THE I h T E P F E R � r V C E  F A C T O R S  FCR A SQUARE, C L O S E C  T E S T  S E C T I C h - S U O R O U T I N E  
< C I 4 P l C h U >  I S  C F C R T H C K  C O C I N 6  OF t Q U A T I O N S  ( 7 1  ANC ( 8 )  O F  THE P K E S E h T  PAPER.  
C C N V E K S I d N S  @ � T k E E hh C N C I C E N S l O N P L I L A T I O h S  W I I H  R E S P E C T  T O  RI H, A h C  D ARE 
C A O E  I N  THE P P P P C P H I P T E  R C U T I h E S .  
T H t  R k C L l k E C  I R F L T ,  F J U h C  AT AGDRESS I ( L I N E  ( A  9 ) )  I N  FOKMPT 103 ( L I N E  
( A  40119 C U N S I S T S  C h L Y  O F  J t - E  X - ,  Y-p A N D  Z - D I S T A N C E S  FROM THE M C U t L  TO THE 
F L I N T  AT nHICl- l b �  [ h T E R F t H E h C C  F A C T C R S  ARE R E C j U l H t D .  A L L  TI -REE D I S T A N C E S  
P L S T  tlt N C N D I P L h S I C h P L I Z E C  W I T H  R t S P E C T  T U  T H E  R A U I C l S  O F  THE C I R C U L P K  T E S T  
SECT l UN. 
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APPENDIX - Continued 
C 
UC 4 1 ~ 1 ~ 4  
O � L T A Z (  I ) = C t L T b ( I  1 
4 U C L T A (  I I = ( C E L T P l ( I ) + D E L T A (  I )  I / , ? .  
WKI T t  ( 6 , 1 5 1 )  ( ( h A C E (  I ) , D E L T A 1  ( I  1 r U E L T P 2 (  I ) r D E L T A (  I )  1 .  I = 1 1 4  1 
41 C O l \ i r I N L �  
GC TC 1 
liJ3 tOt( t 'PT ( 3 F l C . 3 )  
14d F C A C A T  ( l t l / / 2 3 X * I F i T E R F E i ( E r \ r C E  F A C T U K S  A T  A P U I N T  NEAR A V A h I S H I l r i G L  
I Y  S P A L L  V C C E L * / / 3 2 X * A P P W O X I C P T E  S C L L ' T I C h  I N  b HCUNG C L C S E D  T U h h E L *  
2 / / / 2 3 X * > / K  =+F8.3,9X*Y/R =*FB.39 1 1 X * Z / R  =+F8.3//) 
149 F C d P A T  ( / / E X + C I - I  = * F 7 . 3 / )  
150 F C Y P A T  ( L Z > + S C C P K E  T U N N E L * 1 9 % * D I A M C h D  T U N N E L * 1 5 X * A V E R A E E  ( H C L h D  TU 
L h h E L l  * / L L X ~13 ( l I - = )p 1 9 X v  1 4 (  1 k = ) ,  13x1 2 2 (  l b = )  1 
1 5 1  F C I X I Y P T  (1C ) I  t P  1 C  r F  1 2  0 4  9LF-32 - 4 )  
049 511?P 
t t i D  
( A  3 3 )  
( A  3 4 )  
( A  35) 
( 4  3 6 )  
( A  3 7 )  
( A  38) 
( A  3 9 )  
( A  4 0 )  
( A  41 )  
( P  4 2 )  
( A  4 3 )  
( A  4 4 )  
( A  4 5 )  
( A  4 6 )  
( P  4 7 )  
( A  4 0 )  
( P  4 9 )  
( A  50) 
( A  5 1 1  
( A  52) 
( A  5 3 )  
( A  5 4 )  
( A  55) 
I A  5 6 )  
( A  5 7 )  
( A  58) 
( A  5 9 1  
( A  601 
( A  61) 
( A  6 2 )  
( A  63)  
( A  64)  
( A  6 5 )  
( A  6 6 )  
( A  67)  
( A  681 
( A  69 )  
( A  7 0 )  
( A  7 1 )  
( a  7 2 )  
( A  73) 
( A  7 4 )  
( A  7 5 )  
( A  76) 
( A  7 7 )  
( A  7 8 )  
( A  79) 
( A  80) 
( P  01) 
( A  8 2 )  
( A  8 3 )  
( A  8 4 )  
( A  8 5 )  
( A  8 6 )  
( A  8 7 )  
( A  8 8 )  
( P  891 
( A  90)  
( A  91)  
( P  92)  
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APPENDIX - Continued 
( A  9 3 )  
( A  94) 
( A  95 )  
( A  96)  
( A  9 7 )  
( A  9 8 )  
( A  99) 
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
i A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
100) 
101) 
102)  
LC3) 

1 0 4 )  
1051 
106)  
1 0 7 )  
108 )  
109) 
110) 
111) 
112)  
113 )  
1 1 4 )  
1 1 5 )  
116) 
117)  
118) 
119) 
120) 
121) 
122) 
123)  
124) 
1 2 5 )  
126) 
1 2 7 )  
128)  
129) 
1 3 0 )  
1 3 1 )  
132) 
133)  
1 3 4 )  
135 )  
1361 
1 3 7 )  
138) 

139)  
140) 
1 4 1 )  
1421 
143) 
144)  
145)  
146)  
147 )  
148) 

149) 
150) 
151)  
152 )  
1 5 3 )  
154)  
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( A  
[ A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
( A  
6 A  
( A  
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Figure 1.- Comparison of square, diamond, and circular test sections of equal 
cross-sectional area. 
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(a) Wake in free air. 
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(b) Wake and image in ground effect. 
Figure 2.- Wake  and image systems used in developing interference factors 
for a diamond test section. 
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Figure 2. - Continued. 
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(d) Central portion of reflection system used to obtain interference factors in a 
diamond test section. Real tunnel is darkened. 
Figure 2. - Concluded. 
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(a) Vertical interference due to lift. 
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(c) Vertical interference due to drag. 
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(b) Horizontal interference due to lift. 
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(d) Horizontal interference due to drag. 
Figure 3 . - Interference factors at model centered in tunnel. 
Symbols show the shape of test section. 
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Figure 4.- Distribution of interference factors over longitudinal axis of tunnel. 
Shape of symbol denotes shape of test section. x = Oo. 
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Figure 5. - Distribution of interference factors over longitudinal axis of 
tunnel. Shape of symbols denotes shape of test section. x = 30'. 
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Figure 6. - Distribution of interference factors over longitudinal axis of tunnel. 
Shape of symbols denotes shape of test section. x = 600. 
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Figure 7.- Distribution of interference along longitudinal axis of tunnel. Shape of 
symbols denotes shape of test  section. x = 90°. (Note that for this skew angle, 
symmetry demands that 6 , , ~  = 6 , , ~  = 0.) 
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Figure 8.- Distribution of interference factors over lateral axis of tunnel. Shape of symbols denotes 
shape of test section. x = Oo. (Note that for this skew angle, 6,,~ = 0.) 
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Figure 9.- Distribution of interference factors over lateral axis of tunnel. Shape of 
symbols denotes shape of test section. x = 30'.
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Figure 10.- Distribution of interference factors over lateral axis of tunnel. Shape of 
symbols denotes shape of test section. x = 60'. 
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Figure 11.- Distribution of interference factors along lateral axis of tunnel. Shape of 
symbols denotes shape of test  section. x = 90°. (At x = 900, 6 , , ~ ,  6, ,~,  and 
6 U , ~a r e  all zero over the entire axis.) 
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